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the corneal opacity, but in cases where the lens was visible it
seemed to undergo a decrease of lustre. Slit-lamp examination of
the cornea shows thickening of its nerve fibres with resulting
anaesthesia. With regard to aetiology, the author is- convinced
that dietetic errors are the cause of the condition. None of his
patients had eaten meat, green vegetables or any food containing
vitamin A for weeks and yet had been doing hard physical labour.
In former descriptions of the disease great stress has been laid on
diarrhoea as a cause of the condition but in the author's
experience it is a symptom, due to degeneration of the intestinal
mucous membrane, consequent on absence of vitamin A from
the dietary. General symptoms comprise moderate pyrexia (98-6
to 100.20 F. in ordinary cases and up to 1040 F. in severe cases),
decrease of haemoglobin in the red cells and an increase of
polymorphonuclears, and change of colour and texture of the
skin, the colour ranging from a faded grey to greyish yellow and
the surface being rough, dry and desquamating. Cracks and
wrinkles appear in it which frequently become infected with
organisms producing abscesses with very little inflammatory
reaction. The hair becomes dry and falls out, while the nails
are seamed with furrows. Mucous membranes other than the
conjunctiva and internal mucosa may also be affected. Thus,
the mouth becomes dry, hoarseness develops, bronchitis and even
broncho-pneumonia may occur and in one case there was a non-
gonococcal urethritis.

F. A. W-N.
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Kurzes Handbuch der Ophthalmologie. Edited by F. SCHIECK
and A. BRUCKNER. Berlin: Julius Springer. 7 Vols.
138.6 marks per volume.

Volume I.-Anatomie, Entwickelung, Missbildungen, Vererbung.
Pp. 882. 422 illustrations. 1930.

Volume V.-Gefasshaut, Linse, Glask6rper, Netzhaut, Papille und
Opticus. Pp. 744. 466 illustrations. 1930.

It may seem somewhat strange that a series of seven portentous
volumes should be presented under the title of a " Short Handbook,"
but the reason perhaps lies in a comparison with the immensely
overgrown handbook of Graefe-Saemisch-Hess. But whatever
surprise may be felt at seeing the book from afar, it can only give
way to admiration when its contents are studied. So far as can be
judged by the two volumes which are now to hand, this handbook
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represents the best in German ophthalmology, and we await the
others with interest.
The first volume is made up of sections dealing with anatomy,

embryology, congenital deformities and hereditv. The section on
the anatomy of the eye, the orbit, the skull and the base of the
brain, which is contributed by Eisler, of Halle, occupies 349 pages,
is illustrated by 111 drawings, and includes 38 pages of references.
It is filled with detailed information taken from all sources, including
macroscopic and microscopic anatomy, slit-lamp appearances, and
the pictures obtained with vital staining, the whole being annotated
with an abundance of reference-quotations, not confined as in the
case of many text-books to the well-annotated writings of the past,
but including most of those of importance up to recent years. It is
difficult to pick out any single section for special note: the whole is
a monument to the industry of its author. The second section on
the central nervous connections of the visual apparatus, which
occupies 115 pages, maintains the high standard of the first. It is
written by Professor Pfeifer, of Leipzig, a recognized authority in
this field. Beginning with a r6sum= of the anatomical and
experimental methods employed in elucidating the central nervous
system, it deals with the lower visual paths and primary centres, the
upper visual paths and cortex, the central connections of the ocular
muscles, the sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves and ends with
a short note on the connections of the eyes with the spinal cord.
The subject is treated in a comprehensive and philosophical way,
and in the many places where our knowledge is by no means
complete, the writer has refrained from allowing himself be to carried
away by facile theories, but has preserved the balance which every
text-book should strive to maintain. It is fitting that Seefelder, of
Innsbruick, should have undertaken the section on embryology. In
comparison with the others this is somewhat' short, occupying
3;8 pages, and there are passages wherein alternative views are
perhaps not given due prominence, such as, for example, the
development of the cornea and the anterior chamber. This section
is followed by an account of general deformities of the eye and its
associated structures, wherein the views of Seefelder are shortly and
concisely described. The last section on heredity, which occupies
225 pages, including 43 pages of bibliography, will come as a
surprise to those who are not acquainted with the immense amount
of research which has been conducted upon the inheritance of disease.
The section starts with a general review of the Mendelian theory
and its special applications to man; each anomaly and disease of
the eye which has shown any hereditary tendency (and it would
appear that there are remarkably few which do not) is then taken
up seriatim and dealt with in detail, with an abundance of references
to literature plentifully illustrated with family trees, many of which
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include hundreds of individuals. The reviewer' knows nothing in
the ophthalmological literature of 'this subject so complete and so
intensely informative as this, and even if the wealth of detail which
is showered upon the reader may appear somewhat superfluous in a
book of this kind, the industry with which the author, Franceschetti,
of Basle, must have applied himself to his task will certainly excite
admiration.
The fifth volume (which is the second to appear) is-entirely clinical

and pathological; atid includes diseases.of the uvea contributed by
Gilbert, of Hamburg, diseases of the lens and of the vitreous body
by Jess, of Giessen, diseases of the retina-by Schieck, of Wurzburg,
and of the optic nerve by R6nne, of Copenhagen. It is true that in
these sections the exhaustive completeness found in the first volume
is lacking; this is an eminently good thing,. for it must be
remembered. that while the literature of the more scientific branches
of ophthalmology found in the first volume is large, that of the
clinical subjects is impossible to cope with. But almost in every
case the literature which has been chosen shows great discrimination,
embracing the modern as well as the old, and containing many more
references to the work done in countries outside Central Europe
than is usual in German publications. It is impossible to deal with
the various articles separately within the compass of a short review,
and it is difficult to pick out separate sections for special praise or
criticism, as the standard reached by all of them is high. An
extremely good and typical chapter is that on the lens, where the
whole subject is treated with commendable brevity and yet fullv
from the chemical, physiological, pathological and clinical points of
view, and which includes an able summary of the vast amount of
scattered observations which have been added through slit-lamp
examination withi'n'recent years,
V Regarding it as a whole the production is an excellent one, yet it'
is not without defects. These to some extent are dependent upon its
nature. Unless the editing is controlled in an unusually strict
manner, in a series of volumes written by a multitude of authors on
a subject abounding in controversy such as ophthalmnology, contra-
dictions are bound to occur. The individual authors in this case
seem to have -been left a considerable latitude in the expression of
their own opinions; and while the result may lead to some confusion,
more especially to the reader who is not acquainted with the
personalities of the literature and the opinions which some of them
hold more or less strongly, yet it carries the advantage that each
opinion is that of an authority deserving interest and commanding
attention. There is a further defect-or perhaps a characteristic
which is exemplified in much of the literature in Central Europe.
The handbook is more of an encyclopaedia than a text-book; in
many places it is more a summary and abstract of the literature than
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a constructively critical analysis of it ; it reminds one rather of an
Ergebnisse which one uses as a jumping-board from which to start
one's reading than of a text-book with the aid of which one hopes
to clarify one's confusion of thought and come to a definitely
reasoned opinion on one's course of action (A thinks this, B thinks
that, C this other, but what am I to think?); in richness of
information it is admirable, but in philosophy, constructive or
destructive, it is lacking. Finally,-in the manner of its printing,
publishing, and illustrations, it is magnificent, but in spite of these
facts its price appears to us to be exorbitant. Each volume costs
138.6 marks or approximately £7, and the whole handbook £50-
This is to be regretted, for the book, so far as the two volumes
which have appeared go, deserves a wide circulation; but to put a
prohibitive price upon its productions seems to be a characteristic of
modern German publishing. This may be a profitable policy in the
country of its adoption, but it must of necessity tend to limit the
circulation of those products which would otherwise be large to the
scientific libraries in those more unfortunate countries in which
ophthalmology would appear to meet with less ample monetary
rewards.

Ultra-violet Radiations and their Uses. By ROBERT AITKEN.
Pp. 208. 15 illustrations. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd.
1930. 10/6.

A very readable and practical handbook on the uses and the
technique of ultra-violet radiations has appeared from the pen of
Dr. Aitken, the lecturer in dermatology in the university of
Edinburgh. Introduced by a short foreword by Sir Norman
Walker, the book ranges over a very wide field, giving the reader a
survey of the physical and biological effects of radiation (we did
not realize that the physics of light was so simple a matter before),
the clinical apparatus and dosage which may be employed in the
therapeutic application of light, the contra-indications and risks of
treatment, and the many various diseases in which this method of
therapy is now employed-in general surgery and medicine, tuber-
culosis, diseases of the nervous system, gynaecology, diseases of
children, diseases of the skin, ear, nose, throat, eye and teeth. Nor
does the list end here, for mention is made of the application of
radiations in veterinary surgery, poultry farming, in the irradiation
of food-stuffs, and so on. Covering such a wide range it is necessary
that the subject matter be very much condensed, and, such being the
case, we should have liked to have had more of the author's own
experiences. If we were to criticize on the manner of the
presentation of much of the subject matter, it would be to say that
a large part of the book is a series of short summaries of the
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conclusions of various writers (many of them in themselves biassed
and uncritical) that this and the other disease is benefited by light
treatment, with little attempt at a reasoned or critical analysis of
their opinions. The impression the reader is apt to gather is that
ultra-violet light is 'a panacea for all manner of things: and this
the author definitely agrees, it is not. As one would expect, the
best part of the book deals with diseases of the skin and tuberculosis.
The section on diseases of the eye is short, and, while giving little
help in the technical details of the treatment of ophthalmological
cases, it draws attention to the considerable number of diseases in
which benefit may accrue from this method of treatment. There
is one small point which requires correction: the painful reaction
following direct exposure of the eye to short-waved light is due to a
keratitis rather than to a conjunctivitis.
The author speaks with authority on those branches of the subject

of which he has had considerable experience. He brings forward
several cogent arguments against the adverse opinion expressed
in the report of the Medical Research Council in 1928, and points
out that the single experiment upon which this was based can be
subjected to very fair criticism. His plea that those who have no
special knowledge of the subject cannot hope to dabble in it with
any degree of safety is also sound; but his remedy, that light
therapy should be incorporated in th-e medical cuirriculum as a
compulsory subject, probably errs in the direction of over-enthusiasm,
and overlooks the still greater danger of its administration by the laity.

There are several books of this kind now upon the market; and.
the present one certainly ranks among the best.

NOTES

Deaths WE regret to announce the death' at Freiburg ofProfessor Theodor Axenfeld on July 29. A
fuller notice will appear in the next issue.
We regret to announce the death at Stockholm of Professor

Allvar Gullstrand in his 68th year. Though well known for his
many publications on the dioptrics of the eye, a subject for which
he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1911, Gullstrand's name is most
closely associated by ophthalmologists with the slit lamp, the
refiexless ophthalmoscope and the use of hyperbolic spectacle lenses.
He was born at Landskrona, in Sweden, and receiived his

education at the universities of' Upsala, Vienna and Stockholm. At
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